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The First Year Teacher SIPAY,

Introduction

Folk knowledge and professional literature tell us that

the first year of teaching is difficult. Advice such as,

"Don't smile until Christmas," and "Show them who's boss on

the first day" are commonly passed on to first year teachers

(FYT) by their experienced peers in the faculty lounge.

Popular novels such as ps_thl_pawn_atalmIlt (Kaufman, 1964)

tnd With (Braithwaite, 1960), portray vividly

the mental agonies of characters in their first teaching posi-

tions. Current movies and television programs pit the young

idealist against the reality of schools and children.

What Is the folk knowledge about beginning teachers? It

is that teachers enter the classroom with since*..e, but inflated

estimations of the goodness of children, pupils' natural desire

to learn, and the dedication of teachers and administrators

to helping children learn. Because they like children, new

teachers feel that they will never acquire the attitudes of

the other teachers. They will teach so well that students will

love them and learn the subject matter. Upon having to deal

with students, continues the folk knowledge, beginning teachers

discover that the day-to-day classroom situation thwarts their

efforts to enact their ideals. Experiencing the pain or

failure, teachers either quit, or adopt the attitudes and

behavior of their fellow teachers.

-1-
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A preliminary review or professional literature lends

some support to the folk knowledge about first year teachers,

although the literature is neither systematic nor in depth.

The literature falls into four broad categories. A large,

but not very illuminating category consists of the advice

columns which appear every September in many teachers' periodi-

cals. Advice from a selection of articles includes such

opposites as suggesting that the neophyte get help as soon

as s/he is stumped (Anderson, 1959), and admonishing that

the beginner must solve problems him/herself (Coard, 1975).

No one piece of advice is offered consistently in all columns.

One common assumption, however, is that the first year will

be difficult.

A second category encompasses essays by thoughtful pro-

fessionals. The reflections are based on personal experience

as or with first y4ar teachers. Such reflections address

the beginning teachers" surprises and shocks, and their

efforts to conciliate their preconceptions with reality.

Wright (1959), Jersild (1966), and Ryan (1974) are but three

who have authored such articles.

Third are the quantitative studies on the first year

of teaching. These gather information from teachers about

a /imiced number of carefully defined variables, through

questionnaires, structured interviews or classroom observa-

tions. Most involve a single collection of data, although

teachers may also be asked to recall their feelings from

earlier in tbe year.
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The fourth category of professional literature aims at

understanding the beginning teacher's experience from his/her

own account of the year. Don't Smile UntilShristmas (Ryan,

1970) has narratives of six teachers, followed by a reflective

interpretive essay by Ryan, a teacher educator. Eddy's

atcsj_L,s_ag._tti_le_to,aaTeacher:Tt,oressionalstatu3 (1969)

aAd Fuchs' Teachers Talk: Views from Inside Cit Schools

(1969) are studies based on controlled self-reports of first

year teachers. These narrative are revealing of the pro-

cesses of teachers' inner change.

Professional knowledge about first year teachers is

scant. The Ann Landers's are limited by their own changing

memories of one-time experiences. Reflective essays claim

no data base. Quantitative studies are usually limited by

their small number of variables, their preconceptions about

what the significant variables are, and by their once-only

approach. The reflective interpretations of teachers' self-

reports come closest to revealing the totality of the first

year teacher's experience; these are limited because the

scholarly reflections are based only on teachers' self-

reports.

Purpose and Questions

The purpose of this investigation is to describe the

life-space of the first year teacher (FYT). A study has been

designed which has two main foci: "First Year Teachers'

Chiknging Perceptions" and "First Year Teachers' Relationships

1;
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with Others: One Dimension." The major questions or the

study were:

(1) What are the FYT's perceptions of himself as that

self is related to teaching? Do these perceptions

change over the year?

(2) What are the PYT's perceptions of his or her role

as a teacher? Do these perceptions change over

the year?

(3) What are the FYT's expectations for his or her

teaching job? Do these expectations change over

the year?

(4) What events does the PYT perceive as successes and

failures? What happens in the classroom and in non-

classroom school activities to contribute to these

perceptions of success and failure? Do these per-

ceptions change over the year?

(5) What are the PYT's perceptions and feelings about:

(a) administrators, (b) students, (c) teacher

educators, (d) peers, (e) parents?

(6) What is the nature of the relationships between

the FYT and those in the school environment through-

out the first year of teaching specifically with

respect to: (a) administrators, (b) students,

(c) teacher educators, (d) peers, (e) parents?

Among the persons with whom the PYT has relation-

ships, who has the greatest impact on his or her

feelings, perceptions and behaviors?

7
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(7) What evidence is there that the FYT's perceptions,

feelings and behaviors are affected by persons or

ideas outside the immediate school environment?

filtAllaom

With the view that most of the extant studies of first

year teachers are limited by time span, view point, and

lack of depth, the present sti.dy sought to overcome these

limitations.

There is, in the professional literature on education

research methodology, a call f'pr the field study approach,

and some examples of it. Urie Bronfenbrenner (1976), in

advocating research in the ecology of education, proposes:

(1) That distortions of the real-life situation be

kept at a minimum; that the ecological integrity

Or the setting be preserved. (page 22)

(2) That each participant's definition of the situation

be assessed--how he or she perceives the setting

and its various elements. (page 26)

In a similar vein to Bronfenbrenner's concern with the

ecology is Lutz and Ramsey's advocating of anthropological

field methods in education (1974). They also emphasize the

need to study the complete system as it exists in reality.

Hypothesei must be generated from a study of actual pheno-

mena, not from correlations of small numbers of variables.

Smith and Geoffrey (1968) set an example of a field

study in a classroom, terming their approach "microethnography."

8
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They created an "insido-outside" phenomenon with Geoffrey,

the teacher, as a participating observer, and Smith as a

non-participating observer. With this methodology they hoped

to bridge the gap between the "evils" of "good data about

insignificant issues" and "abstract proverbs and maxims" which

have characterized thought about education (page 20). They

saw theirs as a hypothesis-generating study.

The research reported here is part of a larger field

study, in which seven researchers observed and interviewed 18

teachers throughout their first four months of teaching.

ataina. The sample was obtained as follows. From lists

of FYTs contributed by cooperating school nystems representing

urban, suburban, and rural areas, names were selected to

represent a cross-section of grade level taught, subject

taught, type of school, and sex of teacher. These people

were invited, via telephone, to participate in the study.

If a teacher declined, another was selected with the view of

maintaining the diversity of the sample. Thirty-six teachers

were contacted in order to obtain the final sample.

The final sample consisted or 18 teachers: 12 women and

6 men. In age, the teachers ranged from 22 to 45 years, but

most fell into the 23-25 age group. Six taught in the ele-

mentary grades (K-5), 6 in the middle grades (8-9), and 6 at

the senior high level (10-12). Fifteen or the 18 were

regular classroom teachers, teaching such subjects as mathe-

matics, physical education, and foreign languages, or such

grades as kindergarten, fourth grade, and a fourth-fifth com-

bination. Three of the 18 were special classroom teachers
9
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in career centers or EMR programs.

The 18 teachers taught in 16 different schools, represent-

ing 6 school systems. Three schools were in rural settings,

12 in suburban settings, and 2 in urban settings. Three

teachers were in parochial schools, one in a private school,

and 14 in public schools.

Seventeen of the 18 teachers had received baccalaureate

degrees from 11 different colleges. Sixteen of the 18 had

participated in teacher preparation programs from 9 different.

institutions; 2 were, at that time, enrolled in training pro-

gram.

SateryLsw_arsstgure. Each of the le FYTs was assigned

to one of the seven researchers. Teachers were formally

interviewed at length during the month before school began,

and three or four weeks later, and between November 15 and

December 15.

The questions for the pre-school interview emerged from

four sources:

(1) interviews of several teachers who had just com-

pleted their first year,

(2) a cursory examination of folk knowledge and profes-

sional literature,

(3) researchers' introspection of their own first year

experience, and

(4) the research questions.

Questions for the second interview had an additional source--

information from six classroom observations and several per-

10
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sonal contacts with each teacher. The second and subsequent

interviews could now probe areas which teachers were relating

as important. As the months progressed, some of the original

interview questions were dropped or altered, and others

added, as priorities emerged from the teachers themselves.

almsttlajanalaguna. The teachers were observed for

one hour twice a week during the first four weeks, and two

to four times per month thereafter; many parts of their

school day were observed. They were contacted often by phone.

Periodically they were asked to respond to particular instru-

ments.

Investigators. The team of seven researchers consisted

of six advanced doctoral students and one professor, all of

whom had taught in either elementary or secondary schools.

During the period of the study they were all working in

the area of teacher education.

Despite agreement about the basic aims and methodology

of the study, there were differences among the researchers.

They had not been trained for reliability in observation and

interviewing. Several differences were recognized and dealt

with:

(I) Each had a notion of the first year of teaching

based on his/her own experience. To make these

notions as explicit as possible, researchers

wrote and shared reflective narrative accounts of

their first year of teaching.

1 1
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(2) Each researcher had a set of judgments about the

nature of teaching and what constituted good teach-

ing. It was probable that these notions would

influence the data selectnd to be recorded

about first year teachers. To make these judgments

e.plicit, researchers recorded periodically their

personal evaluations of each teacher.

(3) Each researcher had his individual manner of

interacting with other people. Purther, each

had a somewhat different View or how much he should

intervene in the professional lives of the first

year teachers. One researcher answered the

teacher's questions and occasionally gave advice

when needed, while another deliberately avoided

reacting overtly to what the teacher told him.

In an attempt to understand the possible effects

which researchers may have had on what teachers

thought and did, teachers were asked periodically

to write about the relationship between themselves

and the researchers; their writing would not be

read by the researchers until the end of the study.

12
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In m search tor answers to "(hat is the experience of

the tint year teacher?" the field of perdertiOrvl see=

vitaily important. Folk knowledge and research suggest that

the FYT's perception§ of self and role undergo challenge

and change as the year progregeee. Thie challenge and

change le illuetrated in the large proportion of literature

About FYTo that is written by FiTs thenzelvoo.

Aa reae4rehere leek te underatand that firat yea.ri the

teacher-41, themtelvea mliat be the pritery source of ineormation

about the meaning of experienced events; a teacher's ;weep-

tient; reveal the particular reality of the year for himiher.

Further, teaahere, actions are born or their views or them-

selves, other:, and their roles; lienao any actions, obeerved

by researtners or reported by teachers, cannot bo explained

without understanding the teachers' inside views. What is

the kaleidoscope of Joys an4 sorrowa, strugglea and Achieve-

ments, thought: and feelings About self And teachin 7

EILMIWIATLEVOLT1

The specific reeearch questions, then, Are as followe;

CI) What are lo# r4ru, y44r Noo pervNglona

hlminerftel A %ha :e.t lo rel4P,44 t440,1n0

C,4 hotte po o .t chAnc, ovor trm year



(2) What 4re the firat year teacher's perceptions of

hi /her role as a teacher? Do these perceptions

change over the year?

(3) What are the first year teacher s expectations

for his/her teaching job? Do theee expectations

change over the year?

(4) What events dosta /ear teacher perceive

Ag aucelmea and fv!...;.__ 5? What happens in the

classroom and in non-classroom school activities

to contribute to these perceptions of aucce48015

and failures? Do thee@ perceptiona change ever

the year/

Perception la defined as consisting of (2) description;

characterization (of self, role...), and (2) feelings about,

motional responee to the descr ption and characterization

(of self, role...).

Method of Analysis

Data werq gathered 4uri n three etructured, tape=

recorded interviews: the first, prior to the beginning of

school; he second, three to four weeks later; And the

third, between November IS and Detember I. Addi tonal data

were obtAlre4 dqring classr=1 otservations, unstructured

lIntervteua and te1eFhone cmvereattcna, Reaponaoa to each

oetttan of tho thr#1 alf,r441coro4 In 41"4:4WA wOr4 tran§gribeJ

4nto nd vt4ue. uh n vorire then groupq4 into cAtogIrts4

04;04 n the ;eve 44.cr re &Arch lueettons. 4444tttona
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categories were formed when existing categories were not

apPlicable. When it btcar.e apparent that responses were

similar or overlapping! categories were combined. Thirty-

three categorie* were thus formed. These 33 categories were

then organized around two major dimensions: first, those

pertaining to Frrs' perceptions of themselves, events, and

condittpns in their 1-<'r oecond, those por,-Iirang to

F perceptiong 0- their life-space. The follow-

tsg 21 categories tomprite the sotond ditonsioh:

(a) advantages and disadvantages of teaching and tht

111Tortance or teaching to the FYT

(b) career expectations

(c) fears, wo . es, concerns

(d) oxpectations and opinions of self as a

(e) expectatiAqs and opt 1rc tr self OA a

(r) expectatUlra and opiniont6 of what the FYT

*civet st.uDnts xpe4t

(C) oxpecmatlqns and opinions of student respo

to rAct(f4.# or school life

(h) expectatns about non-instructional activiti6a

(f) expeetw;4 ofi, of good 41zp,tlaine ar4 opinUno 4f

prol@r* VaTiplint?

t 44.1-oftcvtvy 44Y

(k) oxin4:Ac .74 4114 opi:vtomA or to4ohing

10 oxv#,,A1J1 4r pg,r4,01y44 orAv0,4nA

tn) ovAtuAtt, ar voir A4 to*ther

tn) rActlitJb, touhtng Aritoriato, A 4
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(o) necessary -acher knowledge

(p) cpinicns of teacher training program

(q) opinions of subject matter and zrade level tnught

(r) worst day

(a) aurprisoo

(t) typical day

(u) advice to Ms from FYTs

Structured interview ri.):7;se card: comprising each of

the above categories were examined and summarized in order

to assess the potential richness and meaning of each category.

onpioffi@ntary categot .t.; were again conbined to inoro4go

deser ptive power, an71 41th lzaZted data were diacardeti.

The fel:loving seven. t7;.=A-g. Te.re seleTted az particularly

Promising:

'CO teacher anttst.- na fmal their teaching and/or

school lifo

nisciplin@, rpat,5, 4orriea, trustrations, failurts

and prcblem

pertoption Andio ett" AA tes1h4r

our;rit.@t

(o) caroor p,aw

(f) opiniont or ,,.;14fli?v training

(g) how iitir progress

;Wellot41 roc..r4o, i44orvif ecnvorslt 3 Ar44

4.14.4! (1g !thim igmbAnod wlth tho § r

11,zro4 4th rtnAl A 4 strImary

7viT4ro.4 b
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Reaulta

Surpri:ea: Fecoenition of the unexpected. Periodically,

FYTa were asked what had aurpriaed them, what they had dia.-

covered in their teaching experience which they had not

Anticipated. Their answer: were ae varied aa the teachers

and their school settings. First year teachers' surprises

can be said to fall into three categoriea: (1) underlying

aaaumptiona in the school culture, (2) new aelf-perceptiona,

and (3) whLt is entail d in the tetehing job.

As newcomer: to a particular school, Frre know more or

leas abov,t te attitudea of the ataff, atudenta, and community.

Seventeen teachers became aware cf these overt and tacit

asaumptions gradually or abrupt17. Six were surprised to

find their colleagues Act unprofessionally; one who began

her teaching with a strong respect for her superiors was

amazed to hear teachers in the lounge laughing at the

principal day after day. Another wa: surprised one corning

when, arriving s. halt hour later than usual, she found many

teachera aligning in with her just second: before the bell.

Although acme FTTa think they know in advance tho stan-

dards and value or the community, At least four were in for

surprises. Ono WAS ourpriaed by the lack of parent concern;

another, by the pot ..ive contribution: of parents. One

intended to tla0 A field trip on a Wedneaday eveninz, on17

% o be tqi4 WIL.KI:t!Mc4114 tRAt 1,4dri0414Ay would be imposoW-

it is chuecn niOt that comgunity.

t

von toachors
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confronted unanticipated student attitudesno respect for

authority, no valuing of good grades.

Seeides being surprised by the different assumptions of

other people, seven FYTs made unexpected discoveries about

themselves during the first month:. Some were unhappily

surprised to discover their inability to control their

classes. One, who terms himself "a nice guy," found out

that students perceived him an having a temper. One was sur-

prised thae his unexpressed anger in class was evident te the

observing researcher. One eeacher had never thought that she

woull find hereelr within had come other type of

A thir A. catg ry of surprises occurred to eleven teachers

as they tr.' to carry out their teaching Jobs. The students

were smarter, or siower, then they had expected, or they

behaved better 4r vorce than 4nticipated. There was an

astounding anoun ,or time lino energy needed for preparing

lesson plans. do.ng paper wolrit estabLishins routines, or

maintaining elscipline.

Zn all, the teachers meetioned a great many unexpected

discoveriee which neeessitated more work and chanson in

approach, or renulted in unwelcome reklitstions abou the

school envir(mment. Their unhappy surprises (39) ta,r out.

numbered tht17 hem ones (10).

3orprip4= abow: atudens (17) war reporte0 rtrIt-e then

thos.1 Abogt -.40herl (4) 44MintAr4W4(a), t 71,muntty

(4)0 4r thri 4 (51,
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Many more eurprising realizations came about gradually

(35) than as reeults of single incidents (13).

The firat year teachers discovered segments of reality

not congruent with their pre-teaching expectations. Most

of the unanticipated discoveries were emotionally deflated.

Teachers were surprised at themselves and at hlw ;

wttc! the ntisr .4igloplo utth whom they came in contact. In

addition to having to readjust their expectations of self and

others, they round themselves hall.ng to alr.er same of their

teAcher efforte as well. One re.' these changes, relationehips

wtth students . ie discuseed below.

Satisfactions. In the pre-eehool interview, the FITs

were asked what Ihey considered to be- the advantages or

teaching, and what they expect el,. lo find satisfying. In

eubsequent intereiews, teachert related what they felt

had been their meet satisfying potnts so far, and what they

found advantageoue about teaching

Several satisfactions were mentioned repeatedly. With-

out first coneider_ng Ehlm or laz.,..1metl these satisfactions

were repo to4, it is interesting to note that, among the.

toval 229 tttiei r:e rciported, those mentioned most o ten

W4n1-1

(a) Uaing with .4udenta (Ttentiened 25 times)

(b) etng tucen o learn '422)

T-olin; per4ona11y 4UL porka (I,

(d) tng waiti,rnts 11014..2; having elass flv,v

1
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(e) Seeing students enthusiastic (18)

(f) Giving of oneself to help students learn (11)

No other eatiefactione were reported more than 5 timet.

"Being with students" was mentl,nH in the pre-sc

'ntetwiew more often than any other anticipated:satisfaction;

halt (nine) of the PYTs enthusiastically looking forward

to contact with ohildren and young neople. By November even

more teachers (12) had reported "being with students" as a

aa:t1sfaction to them,

In August, 4 teachers mentioned the expectation of

iving satisfaction from "feeling personally sucteenful"

teaching. In September there was a iharp increase it

te report (8 teachers) or being pleased with one's own

Pr'ofessional performance.

The satisfac ion "seeing studeuts r6:Aave; having class

flow smoothly" hat two faces. In the A4g14*t Interview, 7

tedohers said they would tool good "when things go well" or

"when things work ut"--the anticipated satisfaction would

come from positive events, After three weeks of teaehing,

Sattaraction in this area was suddenly not the positive,

but rather the absence or the negative; 7 other teachere

felt good "when I didn't have the football players Seventh

Period" or "when a real unruly ki4 w4o good," By November

t;ekoher4 (5) imre 4;4:n ten-dod *c) e4grea2 ttlis AatteacO,A-g1

In A poor lye mAnner,

Five- toachers lnitiany 114Y eNpeAnt

rewar44 by giving -maolvos to help ,:tudent3



learn. In September, howe- r only one teach, -.4eported

this satisfaction. By though, 5 te said

18

they had actually experienced tt.. rewards of making extra

efrorts to help children learn.

Two aources of satisfaction* were not foreseen by these

FITs: relationships with fellow teachers and with parents.

Neither was mentioned in the August interview. By September

3 teachere began to find satiafactiona from knowing their

colleagues, and by November 4, others had. in November

2 teacher* reported satisfactions from experiences with

parent*.

When the pattern et satisfactions for each teacher was

analyzed, it became evident that the majority of Ms showed

more change than stability from their anticipated satisfac-

tions to their actual satiafactions. However, no charac-

teristic pattern of change emerged, other than the increaae,

in all cases, of the number of satisfactions named from the

first to the latter interviews. While mentions or antici-

pated satisfaction* totaled 66 in August, reports of actual

satisraotions totaled 109 in November.

The** firat year teaaher ,e.ntered their ;:laparoarrn

expeeting to derive satisfction from being with the otliAtients,

but in the first three week4 *amething happened. They on-

cnteret enough protlem ao 43 to reel h41/17 when no

problema qlcurred; they 414 not have time tc give ..tutient

all tto hoAp they hetct thought they could, J'L;it noing attt

to cope w.::h the tw4tion 4,41/4 em 4 aona- or antisCaotioni
ill fp
I. *v
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however. By November they were well enough established to

feel more enjoyment from the students, and the faculty as

well. They had time to help students, and feel good about

it, and they were inclined to view students as behaving well,

rather than not behaving badly. Further, they were finding

that more satisfactions were available to them from teaching

than thez ever would have anticipated.

Trouble-sets.. For most teachers, the first year iS a

time of problems, frustrations and worries. While it is

possible to speak in general about such categories as "dill-

eipline problems of FYTa" or "FYTn, concerns about adminis-

trators," much insight is gained from considering each FYT's

"trouble-set." A trouble-set can be thought of as a group

or problems, unique to each FYT, resulting from a mix of

personalities, contexts, expectations and values.

For example, one FYT perceived that she had difficult

discipline problems. Her problem: were aggravated ay her

worry that the principal would rind out that she was having

problems, and ty her belief that she could not turn to anyone

for help tecause "teachers must solve 'their own problems."

Another FTT took quite some time to admit to himself that

he was net evoking from the students the kinds of behavior

he felt necessary for learning to occur in his classroom.

Once ht rtAcheg this reali:ation, he went directly to the

principAl c'7
help 4114 44vic4) booAulle the prinolp 1 h

one tine cret to help wherever he could.
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Problems, worries, and frustrations of FYTs emerged

from three sources: self, other people, and what might

be termed procedural matters. The importance of each of

these sources varied, but each was involved in the life

space of every new teacher.

First, reports of PYTs indicated that the self was a

major source of concern. The PYT may worry about his/her

own competence in teaching a particular subject, in managing

a classroom, in confronting discipline problems, in evaluating

student progress, and so on. Sometimes the FYT was frus-

trated by things which he himself did: inconsistent handling

or classroom discipline incidents, inability to make and

uphold decisions, and the inability to separate the pro-

fessional from the personal life. The PYT might have had a

problem finding time to maintain a satisfying social life.

S/he might have suffered from a lack of sleep, from night-

mareslor from a variety of ills that were otherwise unexpected.

DI all or these instances, the trouble-sets of the PYT were,

in part, founded in the self.

The seeondtelement of the Ma' trouble-seta came from

the presence or actions of other people in the lire-space.

Some Ions worried about what others, including students,

thought of him/her. Some were frustrated by a colleague's

behavior toward him/her, or a parent's seeming lack of con-

cern about A child. Some had trouble aceepting the comments

of the prncpal, or problem* dealing with disruptive student

activity. Parents, principals, follow teachers, counselors
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staff and students--all came in contact with the FYT in a

variety of ways. Nearly always, however, the FYT was the

person newer to the gfetting. Often, accidentally or unaware,

these people added to the trouble-set of the initiate.

The third element of the trouble-sets oC some teachers

was procedural matters. Procedural matters must function

smoothly if life in the classroom is to be productive and

satisfying. An FYT might.have had difficulty running the

ditto machine, or in knowing the procedures to follow to

reserve a film projector. Some FYTs were overwhelmed with

pap .L.work either from the administration or from student

assignments. Some had many preparations to make, and did

not know how to organize and use school time efficiently.

Some were confused by the size, number, organization, or

goals of the prescribed curriculum guides. These matters of

procedure added significantly to the trouble-pets of FYT*.

Students and the new teachers' perceptions of self.

A part of the study was to explore with the FYTs their con-

cepts of themselves as teacher. During the first interview,

prior to the beginning or school, 14 of 18 indicated that

they expected to have positive interpersonal relationships

with student; and there was little or no indication or worry

about these relationshiPs. Relationships with students

include a range or personal, instructional And managerial

interactions. Two other PYTa, while not Sta ing that they

expec ed positive relationships, indicated no particular

apprehension in this Area. Finally, 2 FYTa did state their

2 4
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concern about their managerial role, particularly maintaining

classroom control.

In interviews held three or four weeks later, 12 of the

18 FYTs indicated that their relationships with the students

were of some concern. This early emergence of concerns

about student relationships would seem to complement our

finding that all t,eachers reporting satisfactions in the

managerial realm expressed those satisfactions as the absence

of undesirable student behavior.

During the third interview, 14 of 18 FYTs indicated that

they were changing their behavior in response to what they

perceived an inappropriate student behavior. The direction

of this change was consistent: more controlled and control-

ling relationships with students. Each of these 14 FYTs

perceived him/herself as having some form or interpersonal

problem with students, varying from loss of patience to

extreme inability to maintain satisfactory standards of con-

duct in class. Four of theme 14 had what they perceived to

be very severe problems. Another 4 PYTs believe they had

what could be categorized A: definite problems, and the

other 6 had mild problems with children or dissatisfaction

with their response to "misbehaving studenta." Only 4

believe that they had no interpersonal or managerial problems

with students. None of these 4 teachers was in kindergarten

or the firat r'4 elementary grades. Three of the 4 teachers

felt they could "loosen up" :lightly after their more formal

relations with students during the early months. Two of

26
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theme teashers who conaidered "looaening up" wore the only

onen to express during the first interview real oonsern

about losing control of their students.

The analyais of these interviewa suggests a trend among

PYTs toward greater recognition of the complexity of their

interperaonal or managerial relationahipe with students

during the early months of teaching. Again, thia recogni-

tion of complexity varien from those who must now accommo-

date their feelings of irritation and their overt actions

(e.g., yelling at students) to their initial views of the

relationahipa with atudenta to thoae PYTa who experienced

major problems and who aaw themselves ad having no nemblance

of control of their classes. There is alao the tentative

suggestion that those who were worried about these relation-

ships prior to their beginning as teachers are less likely

to perceive themselves as having difficulty later on.

Finally, theae data suggeat that those who have severe

problem: after the initial months are individuals who,

perhaps unrealistially, anticipated no proilems in th2

interpersonal or managerial relationships with students.

Attitudes about teacher re aration. Since there is a

close temporal relationship between the FYTa' professional

preparation and the onset of professional responsibilities,

they wore questioned regarding their attitudes about their

teacher preparation programs. The first year teachers held

their respective teacher preparation programs in overall

positive regard. Only une FYT of 17 felt that the teacher

27
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education program 04e of little or no value. Sixteen of 17

felt that either trlOit programa were exeellent, or that they

had good and bad pOints but were adequate overall.

When the ieterview data on attitudes about teacher

preparation prograela wore examined over time, it waa found

that expreaned attAudes either remained stable, or changed

in a poaitive (ttreetiOn. NOnd of the PYTes attitudda about

teacher education programs changed in a negative direction.

As the school year Progreesed, they hold their professional

preparation in on Acroaaingly positive light.

Nine of 17 Pee in the present investigation expreaaed

the point of view that teacher education programa, at very

beat, could not Qo0Pletely prepare a prospective teacher

for the real world of teaching. These teachers made state-

ments such az "1 Oa Prepared as well as I ever could be,

but so much more ia needed that can't be put into a book or

course; it's juot Peing out there and doing." They expreszed

the belief that the effective scope of teacher training pro-

grama falls ahoft or Preparing teachers f,7)r the realities

of claasroom 10. Theee 9 PYTa were nOt critical or this

short-toming in their preparation, but rather supported the

notion that "there are gone thinga they Just can't teach

you No one cAtl prepare you for this."

No apparer0 relationship was found between attitudes

about teacher ed4cAtion Programs and problems encountered

during the first: Mlle of the school year. rn several cases,

28
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even though the FYTs know they wore having serious problems in

their teadang, they did not see it as a fault of their pro-

fessional preparation.

These PYTs'positive attitudes toward professional prepara-

tion suggest a shift from what seemed to be the cynical criti-

cism of teacher education in the Sixties. Ominous, however,

is the strong feeling that the present system of teacher pre-

paration is simply not adequate to the task of preparing

teachers for the situations and tasks encountered during the

first year.

Career Plans. Upon beginning their teaching careers, FYTs

remained somewhat noncommital regarding their career plans.

Nine of 15 PYTs projected only two to three years ahead to see

themselves still in the classroom; six saw themselves in class-

room teaching S years or more. Nine of the FYTs expressed the

possibility of moving to another field that might or might not

be related to teaching.

Two of the FYTs in this study resigned their positions

before Thanksgiving of this first year. In both cases there

were "reasons" not related to teaching that were identified

by the FYTs for their decisions. In the judgment of the

researchers, problems and frustrations experienced by these

two FYTs influenced their courses of actior In both cases

it was an abrupt end to a once-hopeful career plan.
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'That emerges QL', these interviews f be:4innin4 chers

is a strong sense f ttt uniquen each teachers flveTi-

enoe. Neverthelot f,F; tain patterml .Tr4 domtnant thentgo nave

com the sur.f a group, the-7 1,ppear to be .-er!.ng

a new career tentatiie professidnal otomw-nt.

Althflugh they hayelpe:7i through nixteen years of schcot:hg,

including teacher tlf,Lning, the majt::Ity are rather (. -,1kly and

unexpectedly confronLd with a 7ariey of issues and frustrat-

ing conditions. One specific surprise is the quality of their

relationships with some students and what is for many an in-

ability to maintain appropriate standards or behavior in the

classroom. Nevertheless, as a group these new teachers gain a

great deal of satisfaction from their contacts with students.

In their initial interviews they reveal themselves to be ex-

tremely student-oriented, and in spite of difficulties in

developing with students an appropriate relationship, students,

nevertheless, remain a great source of satisfaction. Finally,

these new teachers enter the profession with, and continue to

have, positive feelings toward their teacher training experi-

ences.

30
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oachrs' Relationshi 3 with Otherc
(.1r21.-171.1=LEU

Statement -f the Fl.oblem

The purpose or? this portion oftne First Year Teac-fst Pro-

ject Interim Report is to explore the first year teachtt,

perceptions of his/her relationships with others and to

those relationships which provide support and/or nonsupT.

to the first year teacher's view of self as teacher. fJ,v terms

are central to the discussion of the relationship of ff- .t7.. year

teachers to others. A relationship has been viewed to include

interactions that have affect for the first year teacher either

positively or negatively. The time dimension to this concept

is of relative importance to the individuals. A relationship

in said to exist or be describable if a verbal or nonverbal

exchange is reported to have taken ;lace between the first year

teacher and an "other." An "other" was originally conceived

to be an individual in a particular job-related role (adminis-

trator, student, teacher educator, fellow teacher, or parent)

who mignt have contact with a new teacher during the year.

As the study progressed, our definition was altered somewhat

to include any person about whom the first year teacher ha-3.

talked.

A number of studies have been conducted which focused

the relationship between others and the first year teacher.

Most of these investigations have been role-oriented; they hmvt..:

looked at the :ob-role i.e. principal, experienced teacher,

3 2
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cwitodian, le, how these Qt I afca 11() first yno4.

teacher's .t' t1g7t, performanco, ideAtie,itlal state.

vious research has focused primarly on relationship .77'

others to the '74 :vt year t loner -- thret iTtneral ways:

(McIntosh, 197

1. StudJx15 w'LLch examine the form.,1 tnne1 s of

commumication: princIpai-eacl'Aer or student-teachtlr.

The nous in these studieL has been on superordinate-

subordinate interactions and how those interactions

help the neophyte deal with exigencies of a new

environment.

2. Studies which tdau on the informal lines of com-

munt!:ation vhich influence the first year teacher .

like teacher-teacher interactions or information new

teachers receive through "grapevine" sources.

3. Studies which focus on the socialisation of first

year !1.eachers. The.7,1 investigattons view the changes

in a teacher's state as a result of his/her inter-

actions wItt a vari of implittt and explicit school-

relateoI factors.

While these sttdies have p,,cmidec his prtject a sense of

direction in ter= of focustng attention 11:pon the exiztenee

and importance -7.-J!' r ationships tetween flrst year teacne7m an1

others, they ha7e mot provided a tomprehetsive descritior of

the relationships which new teachers have with others, thila

encouraging the thrust of this portion of our study.

3 3
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gnized tha' _.7rge part of t) lifespace

_T a new i;eacY- TANcs human trrbw:!actiort. Othern enter

me teac:zer's :.,ifj==ace, interact the teacher, and con-

ibute trs, teahor's perceptmi, of the: relationship.

tvny view the.v:, t:r7ractions as ial to the beginning

t,7aeher's fee17' success or Llure--crucial because it

1 throu gt. a trrs interactioms with otherc that s/he

sts expectatfom and constructs ;Fa concept of self-as-teacher.

7nough iteract with others itIllot the only factor influ-

encing the growth and development c.z* the teacher-self, the

literature lugzTsts that one's peroF3ptions of self aro Lnflu-

enced greatly ty relationships with other people. Bennis,

Berlew, Schein and .Steele (1973) nc-te that any interpersonal

contact an individual has will either reinforce his/her Peel-

ings about or disc=firm them.

At a new tvacher em-cers tto, school in the fall, s/he

brings sone L--certainti=.1, cii lueztions, and some ac..thts .

zup-vtrt

The new .-:t7z0.1.11-) -new r1e *, -zesponsibUities, nel4 rela-

7Lm1 (.:firm the individual's

expect. ,z-e-7avior l. or zoncept of self-as-teacher. Most

teachmi eduzadxr.T woalt agretg, tha it in important for e new

teachr to IrtZa .1nfitemze. Ind .bTid,ge the gap between expecta-

tion and raxl.:7-, "The tatmre ,f'72Arelationships which

develop between fIrst year teachem: and others can boar '.1pon

the overall exp-.5rience of the neyeacher--feelings of ucces,

satisfaction, belongingnesz, and ac'ceptance or feelings of

failurt, szativfaztion, isola';ion, and rejection, ,;;onfidence
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And ,-Iceptance of self-as-ten:Thor, t;hen, may be greatly influ-

endec by the supportIve intoractirrin the new teacher5 have

with ,sthers.

Rese.a.1.2rence of Othere

Thin report is about one ?haZe a large... study. At ';.tie

outset, a large number of genoral 17rts;earch questions wro

formlated wits the intention of utl:Lng them as "guidin ques-

tions" to give fccus to the study. It was also understool

that, dS the study progressed, the .:"ocus would be refined and

possibly redirected. The followine represent those original

research questions relevant r,o the "influence of oters on the

life of the First Year Teach_.":

(1) What are the first '7rear t-:.eacher's percept4,nz and

feelin;m atmAt: administratort,, (t) ctudehts,

(c) teacher eduoat-, (a) peers, (.e: parents?

(2) What i the natu rT. tte relationsh be-2reltn

and amcng 77''7" airit tzwe the ..t.hool .,Filvir=ment

throught year or teaohihg spooLlzally

with -pect tc, (1) ad=inistrators, (b) stx;dents,

(c) teacher educators, (d) peers, (e) parents?

Among the persons with whom the FYT has relation-

ships, who nas the greatest impact on his o er

trvl behaviors?

(3) What f:,1T1 ',1,Z here tnat the FV's peretizns,

feelimgm and behaviors are affected by per"ons, or

ideas outziô t. the imnediu e school environment?

3
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MILLTIJILLIALLILI

The investigators are a:talyzing data witft three gois In

mind: (1) to attempt to understand and ex;lain each teacher's

experience from his/her perspective, (2) t mplain each

teacher's experience from the prspective or the investgator,

and (3) to generate informatiar about the grup or first yr.ar

teacheru.

Because the intent of the 7:.esent study is to discover

"what is out there," the inve'stigators have toen procetrig

tentatively and in ways that t4mo.rate inforzatilln and dir't.tc-

tion. The focus of the presem study has teL contimaa:

refined and methods of data zollectian aad aii r4rzrmu-

lated. It is believed that an intuetiv, tntaa-and-eTr=,

approach is useful in a. long-tem explorat=v std 17kitze it

enables the investigators to pu ;nnQie. que,ltdsv...14 that

been overlooked if specific nd: h:771-darses had

adopted. This approach is not w:..out fau:t s. nor doe5:=

reduce the number of headaches inT'o1ved in mo-zt invesions.

There can be--and are--problent relimllity and vaity.

The investigators do not ihte=1, .L.gmore r.nm- Effortz are

being made to address those .o7,,:sttonit, but it is also ssary

to understand that there is so much to thit eTriserienoe

tirst year teacher that the rIrst oonpretenitve study e' the

first year of teaching must eadrifice sone n1qu (r!!nt

rigor) to begin to get hold of the problem.

At the time of this wnittng, first 7mat- teacher aczounts

of their relationships wittl =hers ha ve. mtoen analyood and
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ordered in !:..he following manner: data have boon collected

through formai interviews and informal conversatione with

first year teachers about their relationships with others since

the week before school started. After pouring through trans-

cripts of these interviews the investigators attempted first

to look at the perceptions of new teachers in relationship to

standard job-roles of others. They noted a wide variance

among the ways teaehers perceived others in job roles and

inferred from a thorough examination of teachers' reports that

the first year teachers experienced others affectively, fre-

quently noti.ng a type of supportive or nonsupportive distinction.

As a result of this investigation, a judgment was made to order

the first'year teacher's reports according to the support/

nonsuppert dimension. Not all teacher talk about others is

represented in this dichotomy but the discrimination occurred

enough that the investigators felt justified in making this

judgment. Also the investigators acted upon the assumption

that the first year teacher is in a position requiring adjustment

and that the occurrence or non-occurrence of support would

shape that adjustment. Following these judgments and assump-

tions a framework of categories emerged from the data.

Having grouped the data into supportive and nonsupportive

categories, it became obvious that there were different kinds

of supportive and nonsupportive relationships. The investigators

decided to group like kinds and constructed six category sets,

enumerated and explained below. They understand that the

categories are not mutually exclusive and that no single person

37
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could fit one category nor could hin/her relationship with

the first year teacher be perceived as falling in the same

category all the time. While the original research questions

focused upon relationships that first year teachers have with

people in the usual school roles, the choice of supportive/

nonsupportive category sets allows the investigators to look

at encounters/relationships which occur across social and

school roles. Since other studies have looked at teacher per-

ception in school roles, the investigators thought it impor-

tant to include those roles but go beyond them in hopes of

generating information that might have previously been over-

looked.

Interpretations,,

The first year teacher interacts with many different

people during the year. As indicated earlier, all interactions

with "others" can be viewed somewhere on a continuum from sup-

portive to nonsupportive. Initially, this was the only way

in which the data was grouped. However, as the study progressed

and as the interviews and field notes were examined subcate-

gories started to evolve. Although it wv,s impossible to

delineate a clear and concise distinction between these con-

ceptual subsets, it did seem reasonable to organize them along

a continuum parallel to the one outlined for supportive-

nonsupportive "others."

3 8
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SUPPORTIVE NONSUPPORTIVE

cooperator troublemaker
problem binder
reinforcer doubter-embarrasser
advice seeker advice giver
socializers-sunshiners cold shoulders-deflaters
confidant-empathizer judge-silencer

What follows is a discussion of each of these concepts as

manifested in the lives of first year teachers. The basic

characteristics of each concept are delineated and examples

have been drawn from the interviews to make the concepts more

meaningful and understandable.

29



COOPERATOR

35

TROUBLEMAKER

Res;,)nd to needs,

WiE:4S, interests,

or feelings

Reacts without con-

sidering needs,

wishes, interests, or

feelings

Willing to rec17-7,- Unwilling to recipro-

cate/helper cate/irritator

Encourager Frustrator

Respects and Tests limits

recognizes I:rnit

Assists wher. kzked Doesn't offer assis-

tance

40
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Dehaviors erten associated with the cooporator-troublo-

nakor dichotomy aro thoso whith aro viowod to bo oithor holp ng

or not helping the rirst year teacher, The cooperator is one

who responds freely to the needs, wishes, interests, or feel-

ings of tho now toathor. 3/ho aids tho toacher with tasks at

hand. Always willing to rociprocats, the cooperator asks

froquontly if thoro is anything s/ho can do to nako life oasior

for the Fn. Stho encourages and helps out whon needed, yot

is unobtrucivo. Tho cooporator r000gnicos tho limits sot by

tho itYT and rosposts thom.

I have A hard tino detition-making with tho
t@l441 ospocially whon it =nos to who la partici-
pating in the evetto....I had a girl who was on
Rosorvo last yeor and I put hor on Varsity tocauto
1 telt she would do bettor this yoar bocauso it
would boost her *go a little bit to bo on Varsity.
Sho hasn't done bottor and I hate to WM A
11424orvo ovor hor but I havo to in ordor to mak@
tho toam win....Tho other night wo had a quad
moot and we had a big rival there and right botoro
the floor exorcises I wont over to 3arah and said

Aalarah, I'm going to considor toa tom tonight.
Mon g a mad, undoratand that. / think you
gh0W You know, oho undorstanda.

0 * *

Xr. DoSantis is really nicte. He4 tho prin-
cipal an4 is in chargo of disciplino.

Whonovor I AATei a disciplino prctIon I tan
send a nate to the office and he'll con* down to
talk with tne 4%444M. L1)0 the other fty, I'd
tried everything I knew with Lisa and ont wao
*till art aall. W*II, Hr. Dtaantia took her
out or (2444 and 4cmn to tho *Mt*. Ho talked
with her, ond 1t1tt.r on I did too. Out getting
her out of oloss j4at th4'n v44 r0411V
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The ItilaWaJIS oft tho other hand, id diu uptive, Not

considering the Impact or his/her behavior on the PYT, the

troublemaker put4 hill/herself first in any situation. S/he

reacts without thin1ang about the needs, wisheo, intereota,

or reelings or others. Always exploring and testing the

limit: net by Olt new teacher, the troublemaker In awaiting

opportunitiea to irritate or fruatrate the novice. S/he

neglects or avoitle 4041AtIng tho new teacher causing rriation

between hie/herself" And the beginner. The agitator, in ehort,

ia annoying and 4iequieting being a source of difficulty for

the firilt year teacher.

There le tiometimee a wee of tension in Ann'a
group (atuAent). Wo all wait to ate if oho will
behave or be rude. And she has two people (Sally
and Jill ) tfho HATE the way she picks on them and
throws fits% The other day Ann accidentally hit
Sally in the eye with an eraser. Sally went into
an hysteriokl tit, made Ann apologize and we went
on with tho clase blat the girls were visibly upset
by the Ina/lent. D4ring recess Ann kicked Sally on
the playgroWt And celled her a bitch. When she
came back fe *late Ann, I think, pulled a chair out
from under 4i11 and made her cry. I'm at my wits
end with tOkt child

* * *

My huspAnd doesn't like my Job. He Gaye that
teaching io pet talking and giving assignments.
Ho cmot urCaraeaed why I'm 40 tired everyday, and
he inuisto that etill keep up the hounework.
We've been Arguing a 1otrighting. I'm trying to
adjust my teaching and work to get it all done
witneut csoWg Us trouble, but I don't know how
it will work Out. He'd be mash happisr If I just
stayed 3t
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Researcher: Have you had any conflicts?
Teacher: Only one--the wrestling coach, and

that's extracurricular activity, and he's apologized.
One day I asked him to help me bring down the mats,
and he (he told me later he'd been having a "bad
day") startet yelling at pse. I just turned around
and carried the mats down myself. Four girls and

carried them down.
Researcher: What was he yelling at you for?
Teacher: Because I asked him to spare 5 guys

for about 5 minutes; long enough to carry the mats
downstairs. I consider that quite reasonable. Then
when I came upstairs to get the mop, he yelled at
me to wash out the mop when I was finished, to keep
"his" mop clean: when the Janitor told me specifi-
cally that that mop was for everyone's use. Which
WAG basically enough to make me pretty angry--to
want to hit hi in the face with the mop. My
gymnasts could tell how angry I was by when I was
mopping the mats. They asked me what happened and

told them. The coach apologized about a week
later.
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PROBLEM SOLVER DOUBLE BINDER

Com=unIcates clearly Gives conflicttng

and effectively messages
1

1

Promotes success Promotes failure

1

Promotes stability 1 Promotes confusion
1

1

1Provides opportunities creates self-doubt
1

for self-assuredness I and blame: others
1

1

1

Assumes responsibility Assumes no responsi-
i

for his/her own actions I bility for his/her

own actions

1

1

Provides appropriate 1 Doesn't communicate
1

information about I clearly or complete

school life; gives

many helpful hints on
1

what to do to gtt

along 44 a taachar

4 A



When the PYT enters the classroom for the first time

there is a great deal or information which muat be aooimilated.

Some of this in:crmation can be gained through rormal faculty

meetings or through conferences with the principal. Frequent-

ly the principal sits down with the beginning teacher and

delineate§ the material nage:eery for the himiher to function

effectively in the new milieu. Often, however, a formal pre-

oentation like this io not eufficient and as the year pro-

gresses the beginning teacher needs additional knowledge. Thia

knowledge may be of a substantive or managerial nature. When

such knowledge is needed the beginner usually goeo to someone

eihe can trust, someone who can communicate clearly and @free-

tively--a prellem

In my first interview I aid I would go to the
principal for aseistance. Now I think I would go
to the curriculum doordinator. 1 find her to be
much more helpful. She knows the curriculum
materials real well and can suggeet many activitie:
which might work in my claearoom. Also, I just
feel more comfortable going to Miss Francis with a
problem.

* * *

The principal, Mr. Drodbeck, 1§ A good source
of help for me. I try to see him At least once per
week to keep him informed of what'a happening in my
close. Ho used to teach tho 34=0 subject I teach,
and when I'm having A problem, 1 know he'll have A
couple good auggeations to make.

One day, while I was waiting for a parent to
arrive for A conference--it WA3 gotng to be rough
becauoe the boy watt going to be expellod--Mr. 5ro4bock
Offirl0 tO my room and he 'elkeel. He to14 me th4t A
very eimilar oireametanee ooeurred to him A4 A
yoar to44hert he wa§ f44.44 with oxpl4ininr, to 4

4 3



parent why his son was to be expelled. He made me
reel like I was not to blame tor what had happened;
that these things sometime happen and teachers Just
have to learn to deal wioth it.

We had a faculty meeting two days ago. 1 left
it feeling rAally crummy. A lot of the teachers
were talking e.out all the things they're doing or
planning to do in their classes. When I heard some
of their ideas, I realized that I had nothing like
that to offer. I felt like I was Just wasting time
and not getting anything done.

Yesterday, I went to the principal, Mr. Hobart,
and told him exactly how I felt. We talked for at
least an hour and a half. Mr. Hobart explained that
he could understand my feelings and he'd be willing
to help me get some ideas going. 1 told him what
I was doing and he made some suggestions; especially
about the way I was running the reading program. He
also has arranged for me to observe a male teacher
in another elementary school 30 I can see hom he
handle: hi: class. That vill be helpful. do
WI% next Thltreday.

Unfortunately, fall, new teacher doesn't always receilp :Jar-

fieient or accurae information to act on. The beginner may

check with a colleague or supervisor only to discover that con-

flicting message: are being sent. This creates anxiety and

doubt. The double-binder is one who promotes confusion and

give: conflicting messages. The beginner goes to the double-

binder for assistance, but walks away confused. should I do

X or should I do Y7 What does the principal expect of me7

Mayne I'm not doing as good a Job Ad I thought7 BOOAUse the

double-binder sends conflicting messages; the new teacner never

know: how s/ho is doing. When conflicting signAla Aro sent;

the receiver tends to tear the worst rather than to anri/ipa

the best. Thus the double-binder c ones self-doubt 4n4 blame

rather than success and a A ility.

4
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French 3 is making crepes, and one kid ptoked
out Brandied Apple Crepes. The home economice
teacher said why don't I ask the principal about
it, so yesterday after school I went to him and
explained the situation. I asked him what he
thought about using brandy in school. He said
he'd leave it up to me, but since I'm a PYT he'd
advise against it--some parents are just looking
for an excuse to cause trouble.

* *

This is really bizarre. Judy, the student who
was giving me such a hard time in class is back in
the school again. The principal brought her in
today. Of course all the students knew what had
gone on, but we actt4 like nothing unusual was
hippening.

Ste Judy Was a prob:Am right Tr= the first
day. Arter just three voekd I went to the aounse-
lor, :214, ;rincipal, and the headmaster to get acme
help. No one had much offer. I told them Judy
tihou1t1 nat be in this plr'lgram or school. Bizt they
didn'i, do anything.

Th*1 one day, Mr. Prederiaks, the hoadmttter,
had a tabw out with Judy. He came down on her hard,
and decided to expel her from the school. I wasn't
even involved in the decision. After it was all
done with, Mr. Fredericks called me to his office
and told me he didn't want that kind of thing to
happen again with one of my students. He held me
responsible! I tried to explain that I was the one
who suggested that Judy did not belong hero in this
school, but ho acted like he didn't hear me. Some-
how I got blamed for it all.

How Judy is back in my class. / guess the
expulsion was not allowed by central office. What
am I supposed to do with her now?
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REINFORCER DOUBTER-EMBARRASSER

Acknowledges teacher

efforts

Expresses faith in

tacher

Impresso teacher

that s/he %/ill always

be therr stable and

nu portl7f,

Recognizes worth

accomplishment

Promotes sense of

well-being and

satisfacticn

Is teasher 4dvgeate/

champion

4 s

Ignores teacher efforts

Doubts teacher cape-

bilities

Cynical; not willing

to back teacher

Questions worth

accomplishment

Acknowledges inade-

quacies and feeds

dissatisfaction

Teases; puts teacher

down; is teacher

demoraliser/

denigrator
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Persons who acknowledge teacher efforts and support them--

emotionally, intellectutlly or physicallyare reinrorcers.

They express faith in tne teacher. Their very presence, or

their statements or their ections--each, or allfunction to

sustain teacher efforts. Through their recognition of per-

sonal-professional worth and accomplishments they nourish a

mtnse of well-being and satisfaction. They serve as advocates

for the teacher. They are teacher champions.

Yesterday I was eating lunch in the lounge ami
one of the teachers sttrted teasing me saying,
"Look at Mary eat. Doesn't she eat well for a first
year teacher?" Everyone started laughing. I didn't
really understand what was going on until another
teacher said, "Didn't you hear what Mr, Wilson
(the principal) said about you in the staff meeting?
He said that Miss Knox is really doing a fine Job
for a first year teacher." That really made me feel
good!

I really have a tough teaching schedule and, with
coaching, rtm really busy. I'm the only teacher with
6 teaching assignments. Most of the others have 5
and some- have 4. In addition to a free period and a
lunch period, they have a learning center period
where they sit in there and guard--which lets them
do all the paperwork and planning they want. And
with all my coaching and everything a lot of teachers
say, "Oh, you poor little thing...." S told me
she was sitting in the lounge and she heard the other
teachers talking about the heavy load I have and how
they feel sorry for ma.

The contrary is represented by persons who ignore teacher

efforts or doubt teacher capAbtittles. They question motive:

and worth and promote doubt, Often they noon cynical, RorelP
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do they give the ingression that they vill zupport the ?TT.

Their actions 300M to question the FYT's worth and aocom-

plishments. They promote dissatisfactIon through aekr1rwledge-

ment of teacher inadequacies. They tease and are "put-town"

artists. They are teacher demoralizers; teacher denig7-1-trs;

they are aoubter-embarraseets.

I'm still wondering if I'm doing the best jom
I can. The kids are reacting to me as if it is
all a big Joke.

* # #

My classes are really nice this time. I like
all my classes except one. It has just got tho
nastiest boys in it. When I put my g4it fewinuu!t1
an for the rirat timeb they started iearzalling axia
all this so I J4at 4erm thom to the °Meow.
I was really surprised. I would ne-rer tad expecteti
that because usually the teactere home never dreseld
for swimming in this schoolo but 1 think the kids
really appreciate it when teathers get actively in-
volved. But those boys were awfu: ana that embar-
rassed me. / was really uptat and 1' don't like that
class very much. The girls are really good but I
don't like some of those boys.

* # ft

There are some parents who think that "little
Johnny" never does anything wrong and that a pad-
dling Is definitely out of the question. They're
sure ho hasn't done what I said he did.

One or the girls on the team has smarted off to
me quite a bit now. She's the little girl whose
parents came in and hed a real big argument with me
because I wouldn't put her on the varsity. And the
reasonthe main reason--that I didn't think it was
good because she couldn't handle it and the other
girls would suffer. But I couldn't tell the parents
that so 1 told them that she might not handl4 defeat
in high cchool competition very well. Of course they
wouldn't believe that, you know. So, As it went,

50
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she did very well. and I finally had to change her
to varsity.

0 0

Last Tuesday I was sitting in the teachers'
room grading spelling papers. My kids were at
music. After several minutes two of the primary
teachers came in. I've talked with them before but
I don't know them very well. Then Mr. S , the
other male teacher, came in. It started-Ria away.

As he walked past me he looked at the spelling
papers and said, "Boyl They're not doing very well,
are they?" I said, "Uo," but I thought, "What busi-
ness is it of yours?" Then he commented on my using
X's to mark the wrong ones. I hadn't thought of it
but I don't believe it makes very muoh difference
what mark you use. Well, my kids were really doing
poorly on the test and I waz upset enough az it was.
Then wIle4 spied Jodi's paper marked with
14/20, he sal4,-"Wii, Jodi was my best student last
year. She always did better than this." Well, I
had had enough. I collected my papers.and went back
to my room. But I don't think they know I was upset
wimh Mr. S

Every time I walk down the hall one of the assis-
tant principals says something like "If she got any
smaller, she'd go down the drain!" You know, it gets
tiring after a while....And now he said something
about mo being married and that gets really tiring.
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The advice seeker ie someone who trusts, respects and

values tho FYT's competence. S/he is someone who seeks

.ndIrtes= bilt does 30 in a very humble and respectful manner.

The advice seeker is not condescending; nor is the advice

seeker interested in "one-upsmanship." That is, s/he is not

asking for advice in order to give it. The reasons for the

inquiries are legitimate. The advice seeker is genuinely

interested in obtaining the help of the beginning teacher.

A number of the teachers at thin achool seem
to have problems with discipline. I have talked
with them about how to handle the students and
frequently they have asked me to help them. In

fact, I paddle students for other teachers, some-
time. The woman across the hall isn't used to
working with young children, so she asked me if I
would spank her misbehaving students. I have
also responded, occasionally at least, to the
queries of other teachers on how to discipline a
misbehaving child. I think that is rather unusual
for a first year teacher. Usually new teachers go
to other teachers for advice on such matters.

0 0

I'm back in study hall again. Barbara and I
handle it together. Really, I handle it, because
Barbara doesn't do a very good job of it.

What had happened was this. In September
she and I were given the 6th period study hall.
But most of the students who were supposed to be
there never cam. The most we ever had was 27.
After a few months the numbers had dwindled to

less than twenty, 30 the principal transferred
me to the lunchroom duty. I liked lunchroom
becalm you don't have to insist on quiet and
there are three other teachers there.

Well, Barbara was not able to handle study
hall by herself, it seems, and she asked the
principal to move me back. The numbers had in-
creased slightly too. When I went back to study
hail, I Was able to get order. Barbara cried.
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She said she felt really incompetent; not even able
to get the control a FYT could get.

Advice givers seem to be much more common in life than

advice seekers. The same holds true in the school setting.

As we analyzed our data me found many examples of advice giving,

but few of advice seekin4-. The advice giver seeks to change

the FYT to his/her own image of a good teacher. The advice

giver gives unsolicited suggestions on how to teach, how to

control students, and hcw to deal with parents. The advice

giver is frequently trying to mold or shape the new teacher.

The concern is not with what is good for the PYTI rather how

can the PYT be changed to fit the advice giver's view of

reality. The advice giver tells the neophyte how to walk the

students to and from special areas or instructs the PYT on

various techniques which can be (and should be!) used to con-

trol unruly students. The advice giver is like a nosey

neighbor, s/he spends a lot of time minding everyone else's

business.

Everybody gives out advice. I guess you have
to take it in and analyze it, figure out what you
want to do, then either throw it out or remember
it and Use it....The thing I've heard the most is
that you really have to be super-strict. Don't let
the kids get away with anything.

0 *
On days like today when it seems like every

minute with eth period class is a trial by fire, I
can't even face Mrs. B (team teacher). I know how
efollz she handles students and it is like being
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slapped in the face to try to explain to her my prob-
lems. She says to me, "Don't let them (the girls)
get away with rude behavior." So what do I do about
10 There's the problem--if the children don't
cooperate because they went to there is really ho
"or else." And donvt think they don't know
When they atart working Me over, talking loudly, ahd
on purpose I get angry inside but also embarrassed
ama upset at their ability to behavo so poorly in my
classroom. I see it as a reflection of me and Mrs. 0
seems so smug as oho watches me struggle.
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SOCIALMAS-SUNSHINERS COLO SHOULDERS-DEFLATERS

Recognized And included

teacher in conversations,

achOol events and aocial

actOitiet

AffiXiative

ContributeG to reelinga

of c4maraderie

OptOlistic

,elebrate3 1110=J

Enertlzes others

Ign;red and excluded

teacher from conversa-

tiona, achool events

and aocial activities

Nonaffiliative

Aloof, condescending

Peddimlatic

Sega life aa difficult,

displeading struggle

Deflates others
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Persons who recognize the teacher and engage him/her in

conversation are monializers-nunahiners. They are likely to

include the teacher in school events and social activities

because s/he is recognized as a person and not because they

need to "fill a position" or to "ask everybody." Socializers-

sunshinera exude camaraderie and are affiliative. They are

often optimistic and celebrate lire. They are invigorated

through their invigorating. Their love of life has the effect

of energizing the first year teacher.

Last week was really a hard week for me. I'd
been having trouble with the students and my hus-
band had been giving me a bad time at home because
I always came home tried and had papers to grad.
Bill Sampson atopped by my room on Friday afternoon
to give me a special invitation to TGIF with the
faculty. He bolstered my spirits when he said,
"As social committee chairman I beg you to come tip
a few with us after school." He was so nice that I
went and had a great time with everyone.

* I *

My ohildren's smiles have been really satisfy-
ing. The times that I've been really mean, or feel
that I've been mean, they still smile and say, "see
you tomorrow."

0 * 0

SOM6 students continue to make teaching worth-
while. Susie and I have a close and rather nice
relationship. The other day she told me she was
glad I wa her teacher instead of Mrs. Davis who
used to teach 4th grade but now teaches 2nd. Not
that she doesn't like Mrs. Davis but that she pre-
fers my personality and teaching style. What a
nice compliment! That made my day!
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The contrary is represented by persons who appear to ig-

nore the teacher and appear to avoid conversation with him/

her. They seem to request PYT partieipation in achool eventa

or social activities only because the PYT is an employee of

the school. Otherwise, they are perceived as excluding him/her

from such affairs. Usually they are aloof or condescending

and are often nonaffiliative. Many approach life as one might

approach a difficult, displeasing struggle. As a result,

they seem to be pessimists. With little reason to love life

and with small penchant to sociability, they often deflate

the hopes and aspirations of the PYT. They are cold shoulders-

deflatera.

Well, I always consider myself easygoing and
easy to get along with. I like to enjoy the people
that I have to come face-to-face with everyday.
Unless r go to the library for lunch, I can go
through days and never see any of my fellow teachers.
A lot or times when I do go to the lunchroom I don't
put anything into the conversation just because I
have nothing to say, and I'm a talker! So I haven't
really felt a part of the faculty at all. Sometimes
things will come up and I don't even know they are
supposed to be happening or that we are going to do
this or that, but it seeMs like everyone else in in-
formed. It's not like I don't keep my ears open.
I like the people....I would like to be friendly.
I just keep waiting tor the right time to come
along.

0 * *

Researcher: You YUst reminded me of what you
said earlier in the year about the other teacher,
Ms. H., who was here, the one whose place you took.
At that time you were worried about her returning.

PYT: Yeah, I'm still worried abcut it. The
other day I was standing in the hall wlth Rose and
another teacher came up and she was talAing about
Ms. Henry. She goes, "Well, what's Ms. Henry going
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to do? Is she looking for a job?" I think it's
really rude for this lady to talk about Ms. Henry
in front of me...She's almost saying, "Is she
going to get her Job back?" I was really upset.
I almost turned around and walked away.

How has my husband been reacting to my teach-
ing job? Well, this job has boon taking a lot of
time. But, you know, before, I would usually get
home before 3:30 and my day would be through.
In the preschool I would have plenty of time to
do my planning during the day, because the kids
were there so long and because they had naptime.
But now I have to spend a lot of my time at home
to get things ready for school. My husband is the
type of person who is used to having to fix supper,
clean the house or take care of the kid. He wants
me to stay home. In fact, we're planning to have
another Ihild. But it sort of drives me crazy to
stay home all the time....He's not too happy about
my teaching.

5 9
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EMPATHIZER-CONFIDANT JUDGE-SILENCER

Trusted listener

Nonjudgmental

Free-to-speak-to

parson

Makes FYT feel com-

fortable
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understands FYT's
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perspective
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6 0
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sion by his rejection

of thoughts and feel-

ings

Makes FYT feel un-

comfortable
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ability to identify

with or to understand

FYT's experiences

Critical

Wary
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Behaviors associated with this category of people are

concerned primarily with trust. The first year teacher often

wants aomeono to turn to plot to talk about school and the

feelings, beliefs, desires whion s/he associates with becoming

a teacher. The emnathizer-confidantsis the trusted person.

e./h!, provides an ear to the now teacher and creates a nonjudg-

timntal, open atmosphert, so that the first year teacher feels

t'ree to speak hia/her honest feelings about the teaching ex-

p,irience. The empathizer-confidant identifies with and under-

tands the beginner's perceptions, feelings, and thoughts

exbout the first year of teaching. S/he is accepting of the

FYT regardless of what is said and makes the new teacher feel

comfortable while talking.

The following incidents are illustrative of the kinds of

support the empathizer-eonfidant can provide:

My husband is the one in my life closest to me.
He listens when I tell him about my teaching, and
he has really been supportive, like when I first
started teaching I was so busy that I wasn't doing
alything around the house and we went out to eat,
and he pitched in and helped. ...If I have problems,
I confide in my husband, I feel comfortable telling
him all kinds of things about my teaching.

* * *

My parents are both teachers. When I am really
Having a hard time or feel low I go over to see them.
They are really terrific--so understanding. They
tell me what a great job I'm doing and how I'm worth
so much more than my school is paying me.

* * *
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I'm involved in the FYT study coming out of OSU.
I'm working closely with one of the researchers.
Woo get together regularly.

He observes my class and seen me teaching.
He knows my students. He knows uhat problems I've
had and am now having.

I'm pretty honest with him. I've told him
things that I wouldn't tell anyone else in the
school. Because Iv, knows why my class is like
he can understand what I'm talking about.

I've found him very helpful. When I need help
with grades, he's able to make some good sugges-
tions. He's always encouraging for me. If I feel
down, I can call him and talk it out. / talk and
he talks. We spend a lot of time. I don't know
who I'd go to without him.

The jalgt:Wmatt create: feelings of distrust through

his/her behaviors. From this person, the FYT creates doubt

and uncertainty about him/herself becoming a teacher. The

judge-silencer discourages expression of feelings and thoughti

by rejecting either verbally or nonverbally the new teacher.

S/he is wary and often openly critical of the new teacher's

behavior. 5/he observes the FYT but shows no ability to

identity with or to understand the teacher's experiences. The

judge-silencer would rather sit silently, listen without overt

reaction, and then make a judgment about the FYT's behavior

with no regard for the feelings of the new teacher. The judge-

silencer makes the PYT uncomfortable.

Today Z thought I had planned a really exciting
lesson for the students. They worked in groups
making up skits that they were going to put on in
front of the class. The kids were a little noisy,
I suppose, but not out of hand. The last class was
the worst or all. They were loud. After school

6 2
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as I was coming back upstairs from busy duty, Mrs.
W., the group's homeroom teacher, stopped me in the
hall and said she had something she thought I might
ba interested in. She took me to her room and gave
me a set of papers she'd had the students write
during study period about why they were so noisy in
my class. That really hurt my feelings. I'll never
be able to understand why she did that. I just took
the papers and went back to my room and cried.

I don't know, I hope they are looking at me
positively. Sometimes I get the feeling that coun-
selors are going in and out of here to see how I'm
handling my classes. They will stop and watch and
I'll think come on girls be enthusiastic, show them
that you are learning something. Once in a while
I'll think, boy they probably think I'm a terrible
teacher. I think that they are thinking that some-
times....That's how I feel when they observe my
class, like I'm doing a shitty job.

*

I avoid Mrs. Justus. She's too professional or
else she seems to be. I feel ingaiguato when I think
of her. She has an air about her or being superior.
She's been teaching now for over ten years and I just
know someday she's going to walk up to me and say,
"You're someone who is doing absolutely nothing. You
shouldn't be a teacher."

63
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Suggested_Dire_ctions

Hunches. Havihg grouped FYT expressions about others into

the supportive/nonsupportive categories, we have made some

inferences and value judgments which have contributed to

"hunches" about the influence otheru have for FYTs. The hunches

stated here represent only a beginning. We report them because

we consider: (1) some to be valuable to the further unfolding

of this project, (2) all to be relevant to further "ecological"

and/or experimental research on the first year of teaching, and

(3) this project and research building on it to be contributive

of a knowledge base from which to begin educational action.

As written, the hunches refer to others in the life of the

FYT. Others cut across roles such that the reader could

substitute any school-related role (such as experienced teacher,

administrator, student, parent, custodian, etc.) with the

word "others" in the statements below. Also others may refer

to persons in family or social roles (such as husband or close

friend) with whom the FYT interacts. The hunches are:

- As the year progresses, the extent to which others

have been perceived as supportive/nonsupportive influ-

ences the degree to which the FYT feels successful/

unsuccessful.

- As the year progresses the extent to which others

have been perceived as supportive/nonsupportive

influences the degree to which the FYT develops posi-

tive/negative attitudes toward students, self, ad-

ministrators, parents, and school.

6 4
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FYT's perceptions of others' support/nonsupport influ-

ences the kind of curricular, instructional, and class-

room management decisions m/he makes.

- The degree to which others perceive the FYT as being

supportive/nonsupportive influences the degree to which

the FYT receives others' support/nonsupport.

- Initially, FYT's perceptions or support/nonsupport are

influenee,3 his/her self-image and self-esteem. The

degree and nature of the influence may vary.

FYTs expect others to understand their problems.

Failure of others to accept the FYT's perspective is

seen as lack of support.

- The degree to which an FYT feels comfortable with the

decisions s/he makes influences the degree to which

others' questions and actions are perceived as threaten-

ing and nonsupportive.

FYTs are likely to differ in what they see as being

suppurtive or nonsupportive behaviors.

- Most FYTs hesitate to seek support because they believe

such actions are indicative of ignorance and incompe-

tence.

- "Others" who are viewed as being unskilled at inter-

personal relations appear to be more nonsupportive than

supportive.

6



Some possible uses of the category sets. The category

sets were constructed to makc sense of the data generated

from a larger study of the lives of first year teachers. In

addition to this study, the sets seem to have use for future

research on FYTs and for the implementation of educational

action. Possible uses are:

Present Study. The frequency of supportive/nonsupportive

relationships perceived by individual FYTs will support the

descriptions of their experiences. Collectively, frequency

counts for all FYTs will yield a matrix consisting of the

number of interacidons for each category set-role combination;

e.g., confidant-student) double binder-administrator, etc.

These data will form the basis for tentative, hypothesis-

generative conclusions.

The degree to which individual FYTs perceive having been

affected by the category set-role combination will support

descriptions of their experiences. Collectively, these

accounts will form the basis for tentative, hypothesis-

generative conclusions relative to the degree to which FYTs

are influenced by certain kinds of supportive/nonsupportive

relationships with persons in different roles.

Events which have influence for FYT will be categorized

then given full description paying special attention to the

ways the actors constructed those events. Tentative, hypothesis-

generative conclusions will be made relative to the ways FYT

and others construct supportive/nonsupportive relationships.

6 (I)
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Also, value statements will be made relative to the desirability

of particular actions by the participants.

Further Research. Further research which extends this

investigation's use of the category sets is suggested. Such

research could serve to: (1) clarify the category sets,

(2) expand the category sets, and (3) provide further des-

cription of the way supportive/nonsupportive relationships are

constructed.

The category sets can be used for "ecological" kinds of

investigation that have as their foci the influence of others

on the lives of first year teachers.

Finally, the category sets can be used to provide a

perspective and a mechanism for experimental research which

seeks to identify how supportive/nonsupportive relationships

influence FYT performance and satisfaction.

Educational Action. The category sets can be useful for

pre-service teacher education, school personnel and for the FYTs.

Teacher education programs might help students to become

aware of their "needs" for support and to help them develop

"coping" abilities.

School personnel might become more aware of their behaviors

and how they have effect for the neophyte and prepare to

receive and support him/her.

FYTs who are more fully aware of the influence others might

have for them may be able to plan a program of self-development

to coincide with their first year of teaching.
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